CAN I N E J O I NT TH E RAPY WI TH S YNOVET IN OA™ HAS
EA R LY DI S EAS E-MOD I FYI N G E FFECT S BY BREAK ING T HE
INFL AM MATO RY C YC LE AS S OC I AT ED WIT H SYNOVIT IS
KEY POINTS
• A growing body of evidence indicates that synovitis is
the initial, pre-radiographic event in the progression of
degenerative joint disease (DJD).
• Synovitis initiates expression of pro-inflammatory mediators
such as cytokines and proteinases that activate macrophage
infiltration leading to cartilage degradation.
• Early therapeutic intervention to treat synovitis prior to
onset of osteoarthritis (OA) can prevent, delay or limit the
extent of arthritic changes.
• Synovetin OA, a homogenous colloid of the novel
radionuclide tin-117m, is a device for intra-articular
administration to treat synovial inflammation and mitigate
OA as the end-stage of DJD in dogs.
• Tin-117m has a short, well-defined tissue penetration range
and a half-life of 14 days, enabling precise application and
a duration of effect sufficient to achieve apoptosis and
ablation of inflammatory cells in the synovium.
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• Synovetin OA has a disease-modifying effect by reversing
the initial inflammatory, hyperplastic stage of synovitis and
generally restoring the synovium toward normalcy.
• A University of Missouri study confirmed that Synovetin OA
injected into normal canine elbow joints was phagocytized
by inflammatory macrophages without adversely affecting
adjacent synoviocytes or causing histopathological changes
in articular cartilage, bone or connective tissue.
• The targeted therapeutic effect of Synovetin OA differs
from nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs) and
corticosteroids, avoiding the prostaglandin-related side
effects associated with these therapies.
• Because Synovetin OA has a different mode of action than
the novel analgesic piprant class of prostaglandin receptor
antagonists, it can be used as co-therapy with NSAIDs or
corticosteroids.

DEFINITIONS
The following definitions are presented in the order that they appear in this report.

autoradiograph: An image produced by decay emissions from a
radionuclide. The emulsion or detector used to produce the image is
usually placed in contact with or close to the tissue being examined.
beta particle: A high-energy electron emitted from the nucleus
of a radioactive atom; beta particles typically have a wide tissue
penetration range of 0.05-12.00 mm that diminishes over distance,
making uniform dosing difficult and possibly necessitating shielding
during transport and handling.
colloid: A mixture of insoluble microparticles that remain distributed
in solution without precipitating or settling to the bottom; nontoxic colloids are used therapeutically to bind radionuclides to
prevent them from escaping the intra-articular space into
systemic distribution.
conversion electrons: A low-energy electron released from an
atomic shell as a result of radioactive decay, resulting when gamma
radiation emitted by the nucleus is transferred to the electron;
conversion electrons are monoenergetic in contrast to beta particles.
degenerative joint disease (DJD): The inclusive term for joint
disease with end-stage arthritides such as osteoarthritis (OA),
characterized by a pathogenesis that often begins with joint injury
due to trauma or conformational abnormalities, followed by
inflammation, deterioration of articular cartilage and underlying
bone, loss of joint space and arthritic remodeling accompanied by
pain and functional loss.
hormesis: The biological phenomenon whereby a beneficial effect
results from exposure to low doses of an agent that is otherwise
toxic or lethal when given at higher doses; in the case of radiation
hormesis, low doses of ionizing radiation, within the range of and
just above natural background levels, are beneficial, stimulating the
activation of repair mechanisms that protect against disease that are
not activated in absence of ionizing radiation.

Ionizing radiation: Radiation that carries enough energy to free
electrons from atoms or molecules, thereby ionizing them. Ionizing
radiation is made up of energetic subatomic particles, ions or atoms,
or high-energy electromagnetic waves.
radionuclide: An unstable isotope of an atom that emits radiation
released from the atomic nucleus. Some radionuclides exist naturally
but those with research and therapeutic applications are usually
produced artificially; a radioisotope.
radiosynoviorthesis (RSO): Also known as radiosynovectomy (RSV),
RSO refers to injection of a low-energy radioisotope into the synovial
space to treat joint inflammation and mitigate chondromalacia
when systemic or other traditional therapies have failed to produce
a satisfactory response. The goal of RSO is reduction of pain and
synovial hypertrophy by exerting a therapeutic effect at the site of
a tissue lesion or injury with minimal or no radiation exposure to
healthy surrounding tissue.
synoviorthesis: A medical therapy using intra-articular injection of
a compound that diminishes the degree of synovial hypertrophy,
thereby mitigating pain and the development of inflammation
and arthritis; can be performed by chemical synoviorthesis or
radiosynoviorthesis, with the latter being preferred when a suitable
radionuclide is available.
tin-117m (Sn-117m): An artificially produced radionuclide of tin with
medical applications for localized treatment and imaging. Tin-117m
has a half-life of 14 days. Two principal forms of the energy that
it emits are (1) conversion electrons that have a short penetration
range in tissue (~0.3 mm), and (2) imageable gamma radiation,
which enables monitoring of local distribution in tissue. Tin-117m
is metastable, indicated by the “m” suffix, meaning that it is a
radioisotope with an energetic nucleus and a relatively long halflife and therefore distinct from highly unstable radionuclides with
shorter half-lives.
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CAN I N E J O I NT TH E RAPY
WITH S Y NOVETI N OA
In primary care practice, the usual approach to
diagnosis and treatment of canine DJD, including OA, is
assessment of radiographic changes in the joint followed
by conservative therapy with nutraceuticals, NSAIDs
or corticosteroids and weight control in dogs that are
overweight or obese. Piprants, prostaglandin receptor
antagonists (PRAs) recognized by the World Health
Organization in 2013 as a new class of analgesic drugs,
offer an additional option for first-line DJD analgesic
therapy.1 Surgery and regenerative medicine may be
appropriate for more advanced cases where those
interventions are indicated and have a good probability
of success. A growing body of evidence indicates that
synovitis is a pre-radiographic event in DJD, and that early
therapeutic intervention to treat synovitis prior to onset
of OA can prevent, delay or limit the extent of arthritic
changes. This report discusses how synoviorthesis* with
Synovetin OA, a novel radionuclide designed for intraarticular administration, has a disease-modifying effect
that can effectively treat synovial inflammation and help
mitigate OA as the end-stage of DJD. The ability to alter
the course of disease without affecting the homeostasisregulating effects of cyclooxygenase (COX) represents
a different mode of action with therapeutic, analgesic
and safety advantages over COX-selective NSAIDs
and piprants.

T HE ROLE OF SYNOVIT IS IN
DISEASE PROGRESSION
Synoviocytes are metabolically highly active cells
directly involved in joint homeostasis as well as the
pathophysiology of DJD.2 Although synovitis tends to be
more severe in advanced OA, it is clearly present from the
earliest stages of DJD progression.3 Clinical signs include
joint swelling due to synovial hyperplasia or synovial
fluid effusion, a sudden increase in pain and transient
morning stiffness.2 Recent studies have convincingly
shown that diffuse synovitis precedes the development of
radiographic OA, both in human and canine hosts.2-6 In a
controlled study, women with effusion synovitis detected
by MRI (n=133) 1 year before onset of radiographic OA
of the knee and at a baseline 4 years before onset were,
respectively, 3.2 and 4.6 times more likely to develop
radiographic OA compared to matched controls (n=133)
who did not develop OA during the study period.4
Similarly, the Multicenter Osteoarthritis Study (MOST)
found that subjects (n=53) with MRI-detected effusion
synovitis (grade ≥2, range 0-3) of the knee at baseline had
a 2.7-fold greater risk (p=0.002) of cartilage loss 30 months
later compared to individuals without synovitis.6
Cranial cruciate ligament (CCL) deficiency and rupture,
the most common cause of hindlimb lameness in dogs,5,7
is a particularly relevant disease model for evaluating the
incidence of pre-radiographic and DJD-associated synovitis.
Veterinary investigators at Purdue University evaluated the
synovial macrophage density in the affected stifle joint
of dogs with naturally occurring cranial cruciate ligament
(CCL) rupture (n=17) and in 5 healthy control dogs.
Macrophage density was increased in all affected joints
and was significantly associated with radiographic severity
of OA and with presence of the pro-inflammatory cytokines
interleukin-6 (IL-6) and tumor necrosis factor-α.8 In a
European study, CCL mechanical strength was significantly
reduced in lab animal models with immune-mediated
synovitis, and IL-8 expression was higher in canine CCLs
that ruptured during the subsequent 6 months.9 University
of Wisconsin investigators found that arthroscopic
evidence of synovitis was significantly correlated with
radiographic OA (p < 0.05) and was significantly increased
(p < 0.05) in dogs with CCL rupture (n = 16) compared to
stable contralateral stifles and to control dogs with intact
CCLs (n = 10).10 Not only was synovitis present in all CCL
joints that ruptured, but it was present to some degree in
all stable contralateral stifles and was significantly

*First usages of terms defined in the glossary are indicated by bold type.
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more severe than synovitis in the normal stifles of control
dogs. CCL fiber disruption was detected in 75% of stable
contralateral stifle joints and was significantly correlated
(p < 0.05) with severity of synovitis. These observations
indicate that synovitis is an early feature of CCL
arthropathy in dogs before the development of clinical
joint instability, and that synovitis severity is correlated
with radiographic OA in joints of dogs with minimal or no
clinically detectable CCL damage.
Investigators have defined various inflammatory pathways
whereby acute or chronic synovitis leads to DJD structural
damage.5,9,11 In the case of canine CCL deficiency, studies
have shown that the impaired ligament releases collagen
type I, its principal component.9 Synovial macrophages
are activated and proceed to phagocytize collagen
type I antigens. Collagen type I antigen presentation in
synovial tissue stimulates a cascade of pro-inflammatory
proteinases and cytokines. The proteinases further
damage the CCL and induce cartilage degradation.9,11,12
Pro-inflammatory cytokines such as IL-1, IL-6, IL-8, and
TNF-α signal the recruitment of inflammatory cells,
stimulate enzymes that cause cartilage loss and induce
proliferation of synovial cells and fibroblasts responsible
THE ‘SPONGE ANALOGY’ OF JOINT MAINTENANCE
AND PATHOPHYSIOLOGY
Articular cartilage is avascular and aneural,
maintaining homeostasis by diffusion of synovial fluid
into cartilage matrix by normal joint loading and
unloading. This enables chondrocytes to assimilate
nutrients and evacuate catabolic waste resulting
from matrix degradation. The process is analogous
to the movement of water into and out of a sponge
while being squeezed repeatedly in a basin of water.
The sponge analogy of joint maintenance also
applies to the pathophysiology of DJD. The synovial
lining of the joint capsule, normally one to two cells
thick, is responsible for production of hyaluronan
but also produces degradative enzymes, cytokines
and other inflammatory mediators in response to
a biomechanical or infectious etiology. Enzymes
expressed by the synovium into the synovial fluid are
assimilated into cartilage as a result of sponge-like
diffusion, inducing bony pathology and structural
changes over time. This process leads to release
of inflammatory mediators from chondrocytes in
a self-sustaining catabolic cycle. Concurrently,
prostaglandins that mediate inflammation activate
subsynovial nociceptors to induce a pain response.15

for synovial hyperplasia and joint fibrosis. Significantly,
expression of pro-inflammatory cytokines has been found
to increase in dogs prior to CCL rupture occurring during
the subsequent 6 months.9 This indicates that synovitis
initiates biochemical processes that can result in ligament
deficiency even before onset of clinical disease.
Inflammatory mediators secreted by macrophages in
synovitis have also been shown to stimulate increased
vascular turnover leading to synovial and osteochondral
angiogenesis, or the growth of new capillaries from
pre-existing vasculature.2,3,13,14 Neovascularization at
the subchondral junction leads to edema, inflammatory
cell infiltration, ossification and osteophyte formation,
as well as joint damage that perpetuates the cycle of
inflammation.13 Bony processes formed at the joint margin
become innervated, exacerbating pain through structural
reorganization of the joint.13

RADIOSYNOVIORTHESIS FOR
TREATMENT OF SYNOVITIS
Clinical but pre-radiographic synovitis is diagnosed by MRI
or ultrasound, or more typically in veterinary medicine, by
arthroscopy (Figure 1). Front-line therapies to treat synovitis
in order to prevent or delay chronic arthritic changes include
systemic NSAIDs, glucocorticoids and local joint therapies
such as corticosteroid and hyaluronic acid injections.

Figure 1. The red mass at right shown in an arthroscopic view of a

canine diarthrodial joint with early-onset DJD reveals robust synovitis
and synovial hyperplasia, the initial event in the histopathology of DJD,
occurring before the onset of radiographic changes. (Photo, S. M. Fox,
Chronic Pain in Small Animal Medicine, used with permission.)
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As an alternative to these traditional therapies,
radiosynoviorthesis (RSO) has a long history of successful
use in human medicine, particularly in Europe where it is
an accepted form of outpatient therapy for treatment of
rheumatoid arthritis, psoriatric arthritis and OA.16-19 Also
known as a type of brachytherapy (the terminology often
used in reference to local or contact radiotherapy to treat
tumors as well as joint disease), RSO refers to the use of
low-energy ionizing radiation emitted by a radionuclide for
joint therapy. The ionizing radiation penetrates the synovial
membrane where it dissipates to achieve apoptosis and
ablation of inflamed cells.
As a localized, intra-articular treatment, RSO avoids several
problems associated with systemic therapies, such as toxicity
resulting from chronic use of NSAIDs or immunosuppressive
drugs and tissue degradation that can occur from overuse of
intra-articular corticosteroids. Chacteristically, 64% of NSAID
adverse drug events in dogs are gastrointestinal, 21% are
renal and 14% are hepatic.20 In human medicine, RSO has
a favorable cost-benefit ratio, particularly when compared
to surgery, a low rate of side effects and application to
virtually all articular joints, especially small, peripheral joints
such as the finger joints.17 In patients that either respond
poorly or have adverse side effects following traditional
therapies, RSO is a useful option that is now being applied
in veterinary medicine.

SYNOVETIN OA:
A NOVEL RADIONUCLIDE
Synovetin OA is a homogenous colloid of tin-117m, a
unique radionuclide developed for use as an RSO agent.
Synovetin OA is indicated for intra-articular administration
to treat synovial inflammation caused by OA or other
arthritides, conformation abnormalities or traumatic
injury. Tin-117m is a novel radionuclide with important
advantages over earlier therapeutic radioisotopes used in
clinical medicine. Three radionuclides have been widely
used in human medical practice: yttrium-90, rhenium-186
and erbium-169. As these three radionuclides decay, they
emit radiation in the form of beta particles, relatively
high-energy electrons with a wide range of soft-tissue
penetration up to 11.0 mm, which diminishes with
distance. The variable tissue penetration of beta particles
risks irradiation of adjacent non-target tissue. Yttrium-90
and rhenium-186 have a relatively short half-life, 2.7 and
3.7 days respectively, which creates logistical limitations
that may result in inconsistent delivery of sufficient
radiation to the target site.21

In contrast to high-energy beta radiation, tin-117m emits
abundant conversion electrons, a low-energy particle
with a short range of approximately 0.3 mm. Tin-117m has
a half-life of nearly 14 days, providing an ideal duration
of effect spanning several half-lives in order to achieve
therapeutic results and to enable short-term stability
during storage and handling. The short, well-defined
tissue penetration range of tin-117m conversion electrons
enables precise dosimetry and avoidance of adverse
effects on non-target tissues that can occur with betaemitting radionuclides. No other radionuclide has the
properties of tin-117m, making it uniquely well-suited
for RSO in dogs.
In addition to conversion electrons, tin-117m emits lowenergy gamma radiation, a quantum of electromagnetic
radiation that results from nuclear decay of a radionuclide.
This low-energy gamma radiation is non-therapeutic but
readily detectable in tissue by imaging methods such
as scintigraphy and radiography. By emitting gamma
radiation at 159 kiloelectron volts (keV), tin-117m can
be used diagnostically to detect the distribution and
duration of its presence in tissue of treated patients. This
application is similar to that for technetium-99m, a widely
used systemic radionuclide with gamma emissions of
140 keV that is used in diagnostic procedures, including
evaluation of bone structure and function. The gamma
emission component of tin-117m provides an objective
basis for diagnostic monitoring, disease staging, dosage
estimates and assessing response to therapy.22,23

Figure 2. Experimental intra-articular injection of Synovetin OA into the

caudo-lateral aspect of a canine elbow, positioned at 45-degree flexion,
between the lateral condyle of the humerus and the triceps tendon.
Following injection the joint is put through a range of motion to disperse
the radiocolloid throughout the synovial surface. (Photo courtesy of Cynthia
Doerr, MD.)
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Synovetin OA is a patented preparation of tin-117m
developed specifically for RSO and other potential
applications in veterinary and human medicine. Synovetin
OA embeds tin-117m in a homogeneous colloid.24,25 The
colloidal particles are small enough to be phagocytized by
synovial macrophages but large enough to avoid leakage
outside the joint. In situ retention of the homogenous
tin colloid in laboratory animals has been measured
out to 5 half-lives (i.e., 70 days), a duration sufficient for
therapeutic efficacy. Synovetin OA has demonstrated
safety and efficacy following RSO of experimental OA in
rats and dogs and safety in normal canine elbow joints
(Figure 2). Successful RSO in relatively small canine joints is
noteworthy given the commonplace occurrence of canine
elbow and stifle dysplasia with associated OA: types of
small-joint pathology that have historically been difficult to
treat surgically.5,26

D ISEAS E-M O DI FYI N G E FFE C TS
OF S Y N OVE T I N OA
Because the effect of RSO in dogs is restoration towards
a more normal synovium, it can be considered a diseasemodifying therapy by reversing the initial inflammatory,
hyperplastic stage that leads to DJD and endpoint
OA. Use of low-energy ionizing radiation is the basis of
radiation hormesis, the removal of damaged cells by
apoptosis followed by normal cell replacement in response
to sub-necrosis inducing irradiation.27 The proposed mode
of action of Synovetin OA is the phagocytosis of the tin117m colloid by macrophages involved in the inflammatory
process. The limited tin-117m emission penetration depth
of 0.3 mm provides a clinical effect without extending
beyond the synovium to non-target tissue. The 14-day halflife enables in situ retention that is long enough to provide
both a practical shelf life and to produce a therapeutic
response that breaks the inflammatory cycle initiated by
pre-radiographic synovitis.

PROOF OF CONCEPT:
Autoradiography and histopathology of canine
elbow joints injected with Synovetin OA
A study was conducted at the University of Missouri College
of Veterinary Medicine to determine the distribution
of Synovetin OA in synovium following injection into
normal canine elbow joints (n = 5 dogs), and if treatmentrelated histopathology occurred in synovial or adjacent
non-synovial tissue. Autoradiography of tissue sections
obtained 47-49 days after treatment determined the

extent of colloidal distribution within the synovium and in
subsynovial, articular cartilage and bone samples. A boardcertified veterinary pathologist evaluated tissue sections
for histopathology lesions following necropsy of the
study dogs.
No microscopic histopathological changes or autoradiographical evidence of Synovetin OA assimilation were
observed in articular cartilage, bone or connective tissue,
confirming that homogenous tin-117m colloid did not
produce changes in non-target tissues. Three of 5 elbow
sections had autoradiographic images indicating mild or
minimal focal synovial or subsynovial colloid-containing
macrophage infiltration in naturally occurring areas of
inflammation adjacent to the anterior surface of the distal
humerus (Figure 3). Non-inflamed areas of the synovium
showed either small foci or no inclusion of Synovetin OA.
The histopathology and autoradiography results
validated that the expected transient induced synovitis
by the homogenous tin-117m colloid occurs in the
canine joint exclusively affecting the synovium without
autoradiographic changes to the cartilage and bone
(Figure 3A). Results also demonstrated that macrophages
at sites of induced synovial inflammation phagocytize
Synovetin OA homogenous tin-117m colloid particles
where they remain in situ and appear to exert a therapeutic
effect (Figure 3D).
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Figure 3. A: Autoradiograph of study dog 2 shows normal articular
cartilage (arrowheads) of the canine humerus (H) and proximal radius (R) and
concurrent presence of tin-117m colloid particles (arrow) in macrophages in
an inflamed area of the synovial lining of a canine elbow joint, 16x. B:
Autoradiograph of the synovium and subsynovium of dog no. 2 showing
uptake of tin-117m colloid by macrophages adjacent to the radius
(arrow), 100x. C: Histopathology slide showing inflammatory cells from the
synovium of the elbow joint from study dog 1. D: Autoradiograph of
study dog 1 shows tin-117m colloid particles assimilated by macrophages
below the synovial surface, 400x. The presence of normal articular cartilage
concurrently with autoradiographic evidence of pro-inflammatory
macrophages indicates that (1) synovitis occurs prior to onset of arthritic
changes and (2) intra-articular synoviorthesis with a homogenous tin-117m
colloid (Synovetin OA) results in selective uptake of a therapeutic radionuclide
by inflammatory cells at the target site.
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DISCUSSION
Synovitis is a pre-radiographic event that progresses
to OA as the clinical endpoint. This pathophysiological
sequence suggests that DJD should not be thought of
as a single entity but a continuum of events following
joint (organ) insult.28 Thus, the synovium rather than
osteophytes and cartilage, as well as pre-arthritic pain
management, should be the focus of early intervention
in DJD. The demonstration that synovitis is predictive of
structural changes in the progression of DJD suggests
that early intervention targeting synovial inflammation
may have disease-modifying effects.2,12 To that end, RSO
using Synovetin OA offers significant advantages over
conventional, high-energy beta-emitting radionuclides
with a wide tissue penetration range that makes precise
dosimetry difficult. The limited but non-diminishing tissue
penetration range of conversion electrons emitted by
Synovetin OA avoids exposure of non-target tissue. In
addition, the 14-day half-life of tin-117m is sufficiently long
to ensure a therapeutic effect over several half-lives, and
the homogenous tin-117m colloid enables in situ retention
within the joint where it is assimilated by inflammatory
cells in the synovium. Greater than 99% dose retention
one week after intra-articular injection of lab animals
with Synovetin OA has been demonstrated.29 No other
radionuclide with the properties of tin-117m exists.25

the inherent side effects associated with NSAID therapy
and may be NSAID-sparing. An effective, mechanismbased, targeted DJD therapy such as RSO administered
early in disease progression has the potential for routine
use in DJD treatment. It may be particularly well-suited for
high-value working dogs at increased risk of DJD such as
those used in livestock farming, police, military and drugenforcement roles.

Traditional, first-line DJD therapies such as NSAIDs and
oral corticosteroids, as well as the novel piprant PRAs, can
mitigate pain and inflammation.1 However, these agents
are not considered disease-modifying and they are nontargeted in the sense that they affect the host systemically.
Current guidelines recommend avoiding NSAID co-therapy
with other agents in that drug class,30 and the first-in-class
PRA grapiprant tablets are contraindicated for concurrent
use with COX-inhibiting NSAIDs or corticosteroids. In
contrast, there are no data restricting use of Synovetin
OA as a co-therapy with NSAIDs, PRAs, corticosteroids
or nutraceuticals. In this respect, Synovetin OA conforms
to current pain management guidelines recommending a
multimodal strategy that blocks multiple pain pathways.30
This approach potentially enables lower doses and reduces
the likelihood of side effects associated with any single
drug. The use of RSO as an acute therapy may further
minimize the possibility for adverse effects associated with
overuse, such as what can occur with excessive use of
intra-articular corticosteroids.
Importantly, RSO targets the synovium, the initial site of
DJD-associated joint inflammation. As such, it is free of
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